Detailed Design/Manufacturing Review

**Audience:** Engineers

**Format:** Design Review (i.e. clarifying questions from anyone during the presentation)

**Time:** 20-50min: If you get the logic perfect and there legitimately isn’t any need for clarifying questions it should take you about 20 mins. However, if you have logic holes and peer reviewers need clarification to understand the presentation will take longer.

**Focus:** Since there isn’t as much manufacturing as usual this year, we will use the presentation to practice clear detailed logic while communicating a technical topic and peer review so you get immediate feedback pertaining to whether you are explaining enough context. The presentation is review style so *clarifying* questions (as opposed to *open-ended* questions) can be asked during the presentation.

1) Present one completed and validated technical analysis from objective to validation and application (preferably your MCM but not required).

2) Describe any manufacturing or physical prototyping you plan to complete before December. Especially anything using the ME shops.

3) Overview your time, performance, money status